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Commentary At-a-Glance 
 

 Volatility remained elevated last week in the US financial markets. 

 China took the majority of the headlines as it moved the value of the Yuan. 

 Brazil is starting to move into the global spotlight for a negative reason. 

 Earnings season is quickly drawing to a close. 

 Speculation over the Fed raising rates is ever present. 

 Economic data was very boring last week with the majority of releases coming in at expectations. 
 

 

Market Wrap-Up 
 

The volatility of the overall markets was high last week with Monday and Tuesday exhibiting some pretty wild 

trading days. The Dow traded with a 500 point spread between the high point of the week and the low point of the 

week. For comparison purposes, this 500 point gap represents the 7
th
 largest gap we have seen for the Dow since 

the start of the year. Much of the movement early during the week was due to the actions taken by China to 

weaken its primary currency, the Yuan, surprising the global financial community last week. More about the 

surprise moves out of China can be found below in the International News section of this commentary. The charts 

below are of the three major US indexes in green with their respective trading ranges drawn by the red lines. The 

VIX (lower right pane below) is drawn with the index in green and the one year average level of the VIX drawn in 

red: 

 



 
International news last week 
was mainly focused on China 
as the country saw the largest 
weekly move in the Yuan of the 

last 21 years. 

 

 

As you can see in the charts above, there was little change in the technical strength of the three major indexes over 

the course of the past week. The S&P 500 (upper left pane above) pulled slightly ahead last week with the gain 

for the week, pushing the index more solidly into its most recent trading range than the NASDAQ (lower left pane 

above), which remains just on top of the lower bound of its trading range. The Dow (upper right pane above) 

remains solidly in last place as the index appears to be consolidating into what could turn out to be a new trading 

range, just below its previous trading range. I will be updating the trading range chart next week if we do not get 

enough movement over the course of this week to push the Dow back into its old range. The VIX (lower right 

pane above), over the course of the previous week, pushed slightly higher after seeing a lot of choppiness to start 

out the week, but it remains well below the average level (red horizontal line) that we have seen over the course of 

the last 52 weeks.  Where the markets are headed from here is a very common question that I receive from a wide 

variety of people asking me about the markets and their investments.  
 

The markets seem to currently be happily range bound, with many catalysts to choose from at any given time 

that should push them either higher or lower. Earnings season for the second quarter of 2015 has turned out to 

be pretty good, albeit the expectations going into the season were dreadfully low due to the trouble in the 

energy sector. The US economy as a whole is moving forward, but at a slower pace than many economists 

and investors would like to see. The job market in the US is stronger now than it 

has been for the past few years, when looking at overall unemployment as well as 

derivative unemployment numbers such as the U6 unemployment rate. Interest 

rates are currently very low, meaning that money is cheap to both corporate 

America and individuals qualified to borrow funds. Lastly, we are in the third 

year of a Presidential term, which according to Robert Johnson, the CEO of 

American College of Financial Services, has averaged a return of 20.98 percent 

on the S&P 500. But with all of the positives there are also some overhanging 

negatives that weigh on the markets. The first is geopolitical risks spreading into 

the financial markets and these are not limited to the Middle East. The situation in Greece with bailout funds 

coming from the rest of Europe is far from over. China (more about this below) is just starting to try to move 

from an export driven economy to an internal consumption economy and the growing pains are obvious. Oil 

continues to decline and is doing so rapidly, with prices now hovering down about the $40 level. This is a 

largely deflationary factor that could weigh on the global economy. One of the first casualties of the falling oil 

prices outside of the Middle East could be Brazil, where President Dilma Rousseff is fighting for her political 

life as she faces a potential impeachment over her handling of corruption and the economy in Brazil. The US 

Federal Reserve is the final factor weighing on the overall financial markets, as we are very close to interest 

rate liftoff, a time when the markets typically move lower by about 5 percent initially and then proceed to 

move higher over the following year. The final factor that I view as negative for the financial markets is that 

we are living on very borrowed time in the sense that we have not had a 10 percent correction in more than 57 

months for the S&P 500. Historically, there should be a 10 percent correction approximately every 18 

months, hence my comment about being on borrowed time. When everything boils down, it seems that the 

positive and negative items that are outstanding are doing a very good job of balancing each other out and the 

market is just wandering aimlessly for the time being. 

 
 

International News 
 

International news last week was mainly focused on China as the country saw the 

largest weekly move in the Yuan of the last 21 years. China has been trying to 

get more respect from the international community with regard to its currency for 

years and for years it has been a struggle. The US has not gone as far as labeling 

the Chinese government a currency manipulator, but we have said numerous 

times that China keeping its currency artificially low is a problem. Last week 

China let the Yuan float a lot more than normal. In fact, the Yuan depreciated by 

nearly 3 percent over the course of just a day or two. The chart below is from 

Bloomberg and shows a 1-year time from for the movement of the Yuan versus 

the US dollar. The right side shows just how significant of a move we saw last week on the Yuan. 

 
…we are living on very 

borrowed time in the sense that 
we have not had a 10 percent 

correction in more than 57 

months for the S&P 500… 



 

 
 

The move came as a surprise to nearly everyone as China is attempting to show that there is a free market at work 

in China, attributing the recent moves in its currency to market responses to its weakened “market conditions.” 

Timing may partly be attributed to China trying to achieve the label of being a reserve currency of the world, 

something decided by the IMF once every 5 years. This year happens to be a review of the reserve currency 

statuses around the world and China would like to become a part of the team. The likelihood of the Yuan 

becoming a reserve currency is very low as China is still a command and control economy, as we have seen 

recently in the financial markets and currency moves, even if the changes are being made to get moving in the 

correct direction. It is nearly impossible to say that China has a free market economy as it currently operates. The 

weakening move in the Yuan makes Chinese made products cheaper around the world, which should boost the 

Chinese economy. Allowing the move in the Yuan at the current time has led to speculation that the economy in 

China is slowing down more than the government is willing to publish and that China is doing all it can to try to 

boost its economy. Another country that could see some fireworks in the coming weeks or months is Brazil, the 

largest economy in South America and a key source for natural resources to many manufacturing countries around 

the world.  

 

Brazil has been under the stewardship of President Dilma Rousseff since January of 2011 and she recently took 

office for her second term. Only this term is starting to prove that it will be much more difficult for her than the 

first term. There were very large rallies across Brazil over the weekend calling for her impeachment, as many 

citizens in Brazil are fed up with her political policies that seem to be hurting the Brazilian economy. Never mind 

the fact that no matter what President Rousseff does she cannot impact the Brazilian economy to the same 

magnitude as the precipitous drop in the price of oil over the last year. The main focus of the impeachment calls is 

her anticorruption campaign and the revelation that while she was the head of Petrobras some of the most 

egregious bribes took place at the company right under her nose. The protestors are also jumping on the austerity 

measures Brazil has put in place to help with the declining oil prices and economy, while still pumping billions of 

dollars into building sports venues for things like the World Cup and the Olympic games, which are to be held 

around Brazil in 2016. If President Rousseff is to lose control and be impeached it would cast a lot of uncertainty 

over the future growth and friendliness of the largest South American economy. We could see impacts around the 

world in the financial markets as well as on the global oil market, as Brazil is a large oil producer. 

 

 

National News 
 

Aside from the standard weekly fodder about the 2016 Presidential election and the never ending speculation 

about when the Fed will start to increase interest rates, the US financial markets really seemed to be focused on 

the earnings announcements that came out throughout the week.  

 
 
 
 



Q2 2015 EARNINGS RELEASES 
 

Last week many well-known companies released their second quarter 2015 earnings results. Below is a table of 

the better known companies that released earnings last week with earnings that missed expectations highlighted in 

red, while earnings that beat expectations by more than 10 percent are highlighted in green: 

 

Advance Auto Parts 1% Flowers Foods 9% Macys -15% 

Alibaba Group -17% Fossil Group 45% News Corp 17% 

Applied Materials 0% J C Penney 15% Nordstrom 3% 

Cisco Systems 2% Jack Henry & Associates pushed 
Red Robin Gourmet 
Burgers 

3% 

Dean Foods 27% 
King Digital 
Entertainment 

14% Shake Shack 167% 

Dillard's 3% Kohl’s Corp -6% Sysco 0% 

 

Last week saw an interesting mix for companies releasing their earnings with Shake Shack coming out on top in 

terms of percentages, beating expectations by 167 percent. This is not all that unusual for a company that recently 

undertook its IPO as the street has very short term models to project their expected earnings. Once a company has 

been around for a number of years and their business cycles become clearer, it is much easier to predict their 

earnings. Big box retailers seemed to have a rough earnings week last week as both Macy’s and Kohl’s missed 

market expectations. Alibaba also fell short of expectations after weakness in China had a major impact on the 

company. China continues to be a wild card not just for the global economy, but also for business that reside 

primarily in China or do large amounts of business within China. There are great opportunities with China, but 

they come with great risks, as we have been seeing over the past few months.   

 

According to Factset Research we have seen 455 (91 percent) of the S&P 500 companies release their results for 

the second quarter of 2015. Of the 455 that have released, 70 percent of them have met or beaten earnings 

estimates, while 30 percent have fallen short of expectations. When looking at revenue of the companies that have 

reported, 48 percent of the companies have beaten estimates while 52 percent have fallen short. With about 9 

percent of the S&P 500 component companies still having to report earnings, we are still not far enough to call the 

final numbers for the quarter, but as we get closer to the end it becomes harder and harder for the percentage 

figures to change so we are likely very close to where the final numbers for the quarter will shake out. 

 

Below is a table of the better known companies that will release their earnings this week, with the releases that 

have the most potential to move the markets highlighted in green: 

 

Agilent Technologies Hewlett-Packard Sears Holdings 

Buckle Home Depot Staples 

Deere & Co Hormel Foods Stein Mart 

Dick's Sporting Goods L Brands Target 

Estee Lauder Lowe's Companies TJX Companies 

Foot Locker Ross Stores Tuesday Morning 

Gap Salesforce.com Wal Mart Stores 

 

This week we get some of the largest retailers in the world releasing their results from the second quarter of 2015, 

with both Walmart and Target turning in results. Walmart is a unique company as it is so large that it impacts 

nearly all parts of the US and has a very good feel for what the US consumer is buying and their spending 

patterns. While much of the shopping is on lower end items, they are still a pretty good signal as to the overall 

health of the US economy. Home Depot and Lowe’s will be closely watched this week as they are the two largest 

home improvement stores in the US and two stores that typically see higher earnings in times when consumers are 

positive about the future of the US housing market as they feel that putting money into their homes will increase 

the value should they want to sell in the future, something that is not done if the outlook for real estate is bleak. 

We are now very close to the end of the second quarter earnings season.  

 



We continue to inch closer to interest rate liftoff, even if rates do not move until late this year or early next year. 

Right now all of the speculation is about September and whether the Fed will lift rates next month. According to 

Fed Watch, which is run by the CME Group and looks at 

the futures contracts on interest rates to calculate what 

traders of the futures contract think will happen, the odds 

have come down a little bit. As you can see in the table to 

the right the odds are now 45 percent that rates will increase 

at the September 17
th
 meeting, while this time last week the 

odds were 54 percent that rates would be increasing at the 

meeting. Some of this decrease may have to do with the massive amount of currency changes we saw over the last 

week, primarily from China, but it could also do with the meager inflation figures the market turned in last week 

as well. If the CME numbers are correct it really is a coin flip whether or not the Fed starts to increase rates 

during September or if the Fed waits until October to start. The odds, however, are much higher that a rate hike is 

seen prior to the end of the year or early next year. With rates going up at some point in the relatively near future 

we will likely continue to see investors and money managers adjust their portfolios to optimally position 

themselves for a rising rate environment. 

 

 

Market Statistics 
 

EQUITIES 
 
We still seem to be on a weekly roller coaster for the financial markets, as we have now seen more than 7 weeks 

of chopping by the markets. With two weeks ago being a negative week, last week set up for a positive week if 

the trend was to continue and the market did not disappoint, even if the NASDAQ just barely eked out a gain:  

 

INDEX CHANGE VOLUME 

S&P 500 0.67% Average 

Dow 0.60% Average 

NASDAQ 0.09% Average 

 

 

Volume was just average last week in what turned out to be a pretty calm week given the large moves that 

started out the week and fears that they could continue as China adjusted the value of the Yuan. This roller 

coaster, as mentioned above, is nearly unprecedented, presenting such a perfect up and down pattern across all 

three of the major US indexes.  

 

When looking at sectors, the following were the top 5 and bottom 5 performers over the course of the previous 

week: 
 

TOP 5 SECTORS CHANGE 
 

BOTTOM 5 SECTORS CHANGE 

Home Construction 4.48%  Biotechnology -1.25% 

Oil & Gas Exploration  4.00%  Semiconductors -1.11% 

Telecommunications 3.88%  Consumer Discretionary -0.68% 

Energy 3.30%  Pharmaceuticals  -0.61% 

Natural Resources 2.93%  Consumer Staples -0.50% 

Last week saw an interesting mix of sectors at both the top and the bottom of the performance spectrum. 

Biotechnology is perhaps the most intriguing as it has now been the worst performing sector of the markets 

two weeks in a row. This is rare as Biotechnology, at least recently, has the uncanny ability to bounce back 

after being beaten down. On the positive side, Home Construction made a quick leap last week, moving from 

being the second worst performer two weeks ago, giving up more than 3 percent, to gaining almost 4.5 



percent last week and turning in the top performance. Oil and Gas as well as Energy turned in strong 

performances last week despite the price of oil moving lower, with much of their positive moves being due to 

earnings results being better than anticipated.  

FIXED INCOME  

The US fixed income market moved broadly lower last week as we seemed to be seeing a little bit of a 

consolidation trade ahead of the looming Fed decision due out in the middle of September: 

FIXED INCOME CHANGE 

Long (20+ years) -0.31% 

Middle (7-10 years) -0.16% 

Short (less than 1 year) -0.02% 

TIPS -0.34% 

  

Currencies saw some wild moves last week both by investors as well as by governments (mainly China). The US 

dollar gave up 1.10 percent last week against a basket of international currencies. The Swedish Krona was the 

strongest performing currency last week after gaining 3.32 percent after a positive report about inflation in 

Sweden helping to correct the years long deflationary problems the country has been having. The weakest 

performing currency of the major global currencies, not surprisingly, was found in China with the Yuan as it gave 

up 2.92 percent against the value of the US dollar, with the entire move being because the government allowed 

the currency to free float a little each day.  

COMMODITIES 

Last week commodities were mixed with oil moving lower, while precious metals pushed higher:  

METALS CHANGE 

Gold 2.10% 

Silver 3.12% 

Copper 0.58% 

 

COMMODITIES CHANGE 

Oil -3.91% 

Livestock 0.11% 

Grains -3.25% 

Agriculture -0.65% 

The overall Goldman Sachs Commodity Index gained 0.80 percent last week as the strong movements in 

metals more than offset the weakness in oil. Last week oil briefly went under $42, which is the lowest point 

we have seen over the past 5 years, as demand continued to be weak and supply ran high. The major metals 

were all positive last week with Gold gaining 2.1 percent while Silver increased 3.12 percent and Copper 

advanced 0.58 percent. Soft commodities were mixed last week with Livestock gaining 0.11 percent, while 

Grains declined 3.25 percent and Agriculture overall moved lower by 0.65 percent. After a brief increase in 

grains two weeks ago it seems the decline we have been seeing over the past few months jumped back on 

track last week as the slide resumed.  

INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE 
 

This week the international performance was largely driven by the changes in China. China turned in the top 

performance of the global financial indexes last week as the Shanghai based Se Composite Index advanced by 

5.9 percent. The advance in the Chinese market was largely due to speculation that exports will really pick up 

after the devaluation of the Yuan, causing Chinese products to be cheaper to foreigners to purchase. Malaysia 

turned in the worse performance of any of the global markets last week after giving up 5.1 percent. Much of 

the decline in the Malaysian financial market was due to what is now perceived as more competition from 

China for the cheaper products made in the Asian region. All of the emerging Asian economies that compete 



either directly or indirectly declined last week as competing against China just became much harder due to its 

weakened currency.  
 

VOLATILITY 

The VIX snapped its four consecutive weeks of weekly moves in excess of 10 percent last week after giving 

up only 4.18 percent over the course of the week. We continue to see the VIX be content sitting very close to 

the lowest points we have seen over the past year and it seems to be in no hurry to get back to even the 

average level of the past year. The VIX is currently very complacent with what is going on in the global 

economy. I thought we would see much more of a reaction in the VIX from the situation in China, but that did 

not pan out as of yet. At the current level of 12.83, the VIX is implying a move of 3.70 percent over the 

course of the next 30 days. As always, the direction of the move is unknown. 

PERFORMANCE 

For the trading week ending on 8/14/2015, returns in my hypothetical models* (net of a 1% annual management 

fee) were as follows: 

 

 LAST WEEK SINCE 6/30/2015 

Aggressive Model 1.33 % 4.84 % 

    Aggressive Benchmark -0.37 % -0.68 % 

Growth Model 0.84 % 3.58 % 

    Growth Benchmark -0.28  % -0.51  % 

Moderate Model 0.37 % 2.35 % 

    Moderate Benchmark -0.21 % -0.36 % 

Income Model 0.12 % 1.84 % 

    Income Benchmark -0.10 % -0.17 % 

 

*Model performance does not represent any specific account performance but rather a model of holdings based on risk levels that are like 

my actual holdings, the hypothetical models are rebalanced daily to model targets. 

 
I made no changes to any of my models over the course of the previous week. A few of the areas of the markets I 

have been watching for the past few months for a potential investment showed signs of life last week, but seemed 

to be largely due to earnings coming in not as bad as some people had feared, rather than actual positive changes 

with the companies or, in many cases, the price of oil. Earnings last week provided one of my stock holdings with 

a very nice week as Flower Foods beat expectations of Wall Street by about 9 percent during the second quarter of 

2015, but that was not all. Flower Foods also announced the acquisition of another bakery last week: Dave’s 

Killer Bread. This acquisition gives Flower Foods yet another foothold in a region in which the company was 

otherwise somewhat light: Oregon. In total, over the course of last week Flower Foods’ stock was up a little more 

than 10 percent.  

 

 

Economic News 
 

WEEK IN REVIEW 
 

Last week was as slow week for economic news releases with the vast majority of the releases coming in very 

close to market expectations. There were no releases that significantly missed or exceeded market expectations:



 
ECONOMIC 

IMPACT DATE ECONOMIC NEWS RELEASE DATE RANGE ACTUAL EXPECTATION 

Neutral 8/13/2015 Initial Claims Previous Week 274K 273K 

Neutral 8/13/2015 Continuing Claims Previous Week 2273K 2247K 

Slightly Positive 8/13/2015 Retail Sales July 2015 0.60% 0.50% 

Neutral 8/13/2015 Retail Sales ex-auto July 2015 0.40% 0.50% 

Neutral 8/14/2015 PPI July 2015 0.20% 0.10% 

Neutral 8/14/2015 Core PPI July 2015 0.30% 0.10% 

Slightly 
Negative 

8/14/2015 
University of Michigan Consumer 

Sentiment Index 
August 2015 92.9 93.9 

Data for table from Econoday.com, Bloomberg and Yahoo Finance 

 

The first economic news releases of the week last week were on Thursday and were the standard weekly 

unemployment related figures with both initial and continuing jobless claims coming in slightly above market 

expectations, but not by enough to have a noticeable impact on the overall markets. The markets were watching 

the retail sales figures, which were also released on Thursday for the month of July. Retail sales were shown to 

have increased overall at a 0.6 percent rate during the month, while retail sales excluding autos showed growth of 

0.4 percent. While the growth may seem slow, it is never-the-less growth and signals that the US economy is 

probably strong enough to withstand a first rate hike at the September Fed meeting. On Friday the Producer Price 

Index (PPI) for the month of July was released with overall PPI increasing 0.2 percent while core PPI increased 

0.3 percent. While both of these figures are well below the Fed’s target of 2 percent inflation they do signal that 

we are not in a deflationary environment and slow inflation may be enough for the Fed to push rates higher. If 

anything will slow down the actions of the Fed it will be slow inflation and slow wage growth. Wrapping up the 

week on Friday last week was the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index for the month of August 

(middle estimate), which declined slightly from expectations printing a 92.9 reading, while the market had been 

expecting a reading of 93.9. It seems that fears over the future of rising interest rates combined with uncertainty 

surrounding the financial lunacy coming out of China have had a noticeable impact on the overall US consumer 

sentiment.  
 

UPCOMING RELEASES 
 

This week is a typical week for economic news releases as far as the number of releases, but it is an important 

week as the Fed meeting minutes will be released, which may give some more indication as to when rates will 

start to increase. The releases highlighted in green below have the ability to impact the overall markets on the day 

they are released: 
 

DATE RELEASE RELEASE RANGE 

MARKET 

EXPECTATION 

8/17/2015 Empire Manufacturing August 2015 5 

8/18/2015 Housing Starts July 2015 1200K 

8/18/2015 Building Permits July 2015 1257K 

8/19/2015 CPI July 2015 0.20% 

8/19/2015 Core CPI July 2015 0.20% 

8/19/2015 FOMC Minutes Previous Meeting - 

8/20/2015 Initial Claims Previous Week 272K 

8/20/2015 Continuing Claims Previous Week 2265K 

8/20/2015 Existing Home Sales July 2015 5.42M 

8/20/2015 Philadelphia Fed August 2015 7 

Data for table from Econoday.com, Bloomberg and Yahoo Finance 

 

This week starts on Monday with the release of the Empire manufacturing index for the month of August, which 

is expected to post a reading of 5. If we see a reading of 5 it would indicate that manufacturing activity in the 



greater New York region actually picked up at a faster pace in August than it did in July, when it posted a reading 

of 3.9. As always, with expectations of such a low number on the index, it brings the chance of the index posting 

a negative reading, which would imply that manufacturing contracted during the month. If we see a negative 

print, it could be negative for the overall economy, but that in turn could be positive for the markets as many 

investors would take such a reading as a signal that the Fed may not increase rates in September. On Tuesday, 

housing starts and building permits for the month of July are both set to be released and with the strong numbers 

that we have been seeing from the manufactures recently it would not be surprising to see both figures exceed the 

1.2 million units that are expected. On Wednesday the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and the core CPI for the 

month of July is set to be released with expectations of a measly 0.2 percent increase during the month. This 

reading is far below the Fed’s target rate of 2 percent and while slow price inflation may be good to the consumer 

in the short term it can be trouble for the overall economy if it stays around for a significant period of time. The 

big release of the week is also set to be released Wednesday early afternoon, and that is the Fed’s meeting minutes 

from the last meeting. While the meeting minutes rarely hold any new information, these minutes in particular 

will be highly scrutinized as they could be the last meeting minutes to be released before the Fed starts to increase 

interest rates. On Thursday the standard weekly unemployment related figures for the previous week are set to be 

released with expectations that both figures will have come down slightly. It would take a drastic miss on either of 

these to make the market take notice as there are other releases during the day that will garner more attention. 

Existing home sales for the month of July are set to be released and expectations seem high at 5.42 million units, 

but this is not out of realm of possible. Later during the day on Thursday the Philadelphia Fed releases its latest 

manufacturing index figure for their region and while it is normally not watched too closing, this time could be 

different. Expectations are for a reading of 7, which is a nice gain from the 5.7 that was posted for the month of 

July, but you may remember that July was when the forecast was for a reading of 12 and it came in at only 5.7. If 

we see a second big miss in a row for the index that could prove trouble for the manufacturing activity in the 

Philly region, a key region of manufacturing in the US. In general, most economists do not become concerned 

about one region or another having a slow time with manufacturing at any given time, but when you get two or 

more major regions such as Philly and New York, it can be a cause for some concern. 
 

  

Fun Fact of the Week – Capital of Brazil is not Rio! 

 

 

 

 

Have a great week! 

Peter Johnson 

 

A referral from a client is a tremendous compliment and a huge responsibility that can never be taken lightly. 

 

 

If you would like to unsubscribe to this weekly commentary just let me know. 
 

 

Brazil’s capital relocation from very overcrowded Rio de Janeiro to the planned, built city of 
Brasilia occurred in 1961. This capital change had been considered for decades. Rio de 
Janeiro was thought to be too far from many parts of this large country. To encourage the 
development of the interior of Brazil, Brasilia was built from 1956-1960. Upon its 

establishment as Brazil's capital, Brasilia experienced very rapid growth. Brazil’s capital 
change was considered very successful and many countries have been inspired by Brazil’s 
capital relocation achievement. 
 
Source: http://geography.about.com/ 
 

 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fgeography.about.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGD-RjFr7XaiS1cs42MENAcS8u6ng

